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We will need collective action to avoid catastrophic climate
change, and this will require valuing the long term as well as
the short term. Shortsightedness and uncertainty have hindered
progress in resolving this collective action problem and have been
recognized as important barriers to cooperation among humans.
Here, we propose a coupled social–ecological dilemma to inves-
tigate the interdependence of three well-identified components
of this cooperation problem: 1) timescales of collapse and recov-
ery in relation to time preferences regarding future outcomes, 2)
the magnitude of the impact of collapse, and 3) the number of
actors in the collective. We find that, under a sufficiently severe
and time-distant collapse, how much the actors care for the future
can transform the game from a tragedy of the commons into one
of coordination, and even into a comedy of the commons in which
cooperation dominates. Conversely, we also find conditions under
which even strong concern for the future still does not transform
the problem from tragedy to comedy. For a large number of partic-
ipating actors, we find that the critical collapse impact, at which
these game regime changes happen, converges to a fixed value
of collapse impact per actor that is independent of the enhance-
ment factor of the public good, which is usually regarded as the
driver of the dilemma. Our results not only call for experimental
testing but also help explain why polarization in beliefs about
human-caused climate change can threaten global cooperation
agreements.

social dilemma | stochastic game | tipping element | time preferences

The internal biophysical and socioeconomic feedback dynam-
ics of the Earth system might limit its future trajectories

effectively between two states: a stabilized, habitable and a hot-
house Earth state, induced by a series of tipping points and
separated by timescales of up to millennia (1). Collective human
action is urgently required to steer the Earth system away from
such potential thresholds and stabilize it in the habitable state (1,
2). The challenge is to establish successfully these Earth system
stewardship policies within the next 50 y (3), in order to avoid
locking in hothouse Earth for millennia (1).

In the past, the preconditions for successful collective action
have often been studied using social dilemma settings within the
framework of normal-form games (4–8). A social dilemma is typ-
ically defined as a situation in which any individual prefers the
socially defecting choice, regardless of what the other individuals
choose, yet all individuals are better off if all choose the socially
cooperative option (9, 10).

Collective action under risk of collapse has been studied with
threshold public goods games (11) or similarly, collective-risk
social dilemmas (12), both experimentally (12–17) and theoret-
ically, using either classical (18) or evolutionary game-theoretic
models (19–26). These studies consider the risk of a catastrophic
loss if contributions do not exceed a certain threshold. They con-
verge on the finding that greater severity and likelihood of the
loss occurring are beneficial for cooperation to emerge. The risk

of collective failure provides escape from the tragedy by con-
verting the social dilemma into a coordination challenge (18).
Another set of experimental studies in which a common-pool
resource is collectively harvested in repeated encounters con-
firms this general finding. There, when the resource level falls
below a threshold, the resource is either destroyed, and the
game ends (27–29), or experiences an unfavorable regime shift
(30, 31).

However, temporal preferences on when benefits, costs, and
catastrophic impacts occur have not been considered explicitly
in these studies. Within game theory, so-called folk theorems
(32) say that in repeated social dilemma games, cooperation can
be sustained when players care enough about future rewards
(33). However, folk theorems are concerned with equilibrium
payoff profiles in repeated games and do not explore how differ-
ent equilibria can be reached. Experimentally, temporal factors
concerning cooperation, in addition to the social dilemma com-
ponent, have been considered within so-called resource dilem-
mas (34, 35). These social traps (36) are associated with positive
short-term but negative long-term consequences. It is known that
people do discount in collective action settings under delayed
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benefits and costs (37, 38). This holds true when, additionally,
catastrophic tipping is considered (39). However, when costs
and benefits are assumed to occur at the same time, time pref-
erences seem to have little effect on cooperation (38, 40, 41).
Under completely myopic conditions (i.e., the game ends after
one round of play), it has been found that voting can restore
cooperation with future generations (42). Experimental treat-
ments that have explicitly studied the temporal dilemma showed
that consideration of future consequences could sustain high
levels of cooperation (35). Additionally, patient individuals, mea-
sured in the laboratory, are more likely to behave sustainably
in the field (40). On the other hand, the opposite effect has
also been found, that more impatient individuals tend to use
lower extraction rates, a result that partly is due to lower invest-
ment in extraction capability (43). Thus, it has been argued that
there has been insufficient attention to situations where societies
act under long-term risk and that existing knowledge is highly
fragmented (44).

Taken together, there exists a research gap concerning how
individual time preferences influence long-term collective action
under the risk of collapse. We argue that recognizing social and
ecological systems as coupled social–ecological systems (45, 46)
and translating this concept to game theory can enable progress
along these lines.

Therefore, we propose to refine the concept of social dilem-
mas to social–ecological dilemmas. While the former can be
studied using (repeated) normal-form games, the latter will
be studied using stochastic games. Stochastic games extend
repeated normal-form games by incorporating multiple environ-
mental states (47, 48), which can affect the actors’ available
actions, observations, and current rewards. Transitions between
states depend on chosen actions and generally occur probabilisti-
cally. Only recently, it has been suggested to study the evolution
of cooperation also in stochastic games (49).

We introduce a particular stochastic game to study the pre-
conditions for successful intertemporal collective action under
risk of collapse. The game extends the established public goods
game by introducing an environmental tipping element, which is
why we term it Ecological Public Good (EcoPG). The cooper-
ative action resembles Earth system stewardship policies, such
as reducing greenhouse gas emissions, enhancing or creating
carbon sinks, and modifying the Earth’s energy balance (1).
Thus, actors are interpreted best as representatives of geopolit-
ical units, such as states, unions of states, or cities. Cooperating
actors contribute a cost c to the public good, which gets mul-
tiplied by the public goods enhancement factor f and equally
distributed to all actors, reflecting the marginal benefits of avoid-
ing gradual climate change (15, 16), as long as the environment
does not collapse. If not specified otherwise, we set c=5 and
f =1.2 throughout the paper. Defection in the EcoPG resembles
business as usual policies of the participating actors of contin-
ued greenhouse gas emissions and biosphere degradation (1).
It is therefore not only associated with the socially suboptimal
choice but also with a probability to collapse the environment
into a degraded (hothouse Earth) state, reflecting a marginal
risk of collapse. The more actors defecting, the more likely a col-
lapse becomes (with an increase in collapse probability of qc/N
per defector), regardless of whether this uncertainty in when the
collapse will occur results from the current imperfect state of
scientific knowledge (15) or is truly inherent in the tipping sys-
tem (50). A timescale of Earth system stewardship policies to be
implemented within the next Tc =50 y (3) translates to a default
value of the collapse leverage qc ≈ 1/Tc =0.02, if not specified
otherwise. In the degraded state, the actors receive a negative
environmental impact payoff m < 0, and only the cooperation
action opens the chance to recover to the prosperous state (with
an increase in recovery probability of qr/N per cooperator). A
timescale of a potential lock-in in the hothouse Earth for up

to millennia (1) translates to a default value of the recovery
leverage qr =0.0001, if not specified otherwise. Only joint coop-
eration will keep the system safely in the prosperous (stabilized
Earth) state (Fig. 1 and detailed description in Materials and
Methods). A detailed comparison between different modeling
choices of collapse avoidance games is in SI Appendix.

Results
We are interested in the preconditions under which actors decide
to cooperate in the prosperous state. In order to make our
results comparable with the one-shot decision studies of col-
lective action under risk of collapse (15, 16), we assume that
the actors employ stationary Markov strategies (51, 52). Thus,
actors only base their decision whether to cooperate or not on
the current state of the environment. They do not need to be
able to observe other actors’ actions. Further, we assume that
they aim to maximize the sum of discounted future rewards
with discount factor 0≤ γ < 1. A high discount factor γ (i.e.,
low discount rate) denotes high caring for future rewards (53).
We interpret the discount factor as an actor’s normative atti-
tude of how much the actor values the future. Based on these
two assumptions, we can transform our EcoPG stochastic game
into a metagame in normal-form and analyze the game equilibria
of this metagame (Materials and Methods has details). Specifi-
cally, we are interested in the critical parameters determining 1)
whether the situation is a dilemma at all or collapse avoidance
is in fact suboptimal (Dilemma); 2) whether or not actors are

Fig. 1. EcoPG (shown for N = 2 actors) extends the repeated public good
game to a stochastic game with two environmental states. In the prosperous
state, the actors play a standard public good game, in which coopera-
tive costly contributions c get multiplied by the enhancement factor f and
equally distributed to all actors. In the degraded state, each actor has to
endure an environmental collapse impact m< 0. State transitions depend
on the joint actions, occur probabilistically, and are visualized with green
arrows. Each defecting (cooperating) actor increases the collapse (recovery)
probability by qc/N (qr/N). Throughout the paper, we set f = 1.2, c = 5, qr =

0.0001, and qc = 0.02, if not specified otherwise.
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SFig. 2. Regimes in parameter space. Parameter space spanned by the

collapse impact m vs. the discount factor γ. Above the Dilemma curve, col-
lapse avoidance is suboptimal due to the positive impact of “collapse.”
Collapse impacts m> 0 are not meaningful within the interpretation of
our model and thus appear shaded. Between the Dilemma curve (black)
and the Greed curve (blue), the game is a tragedy, and defection dom-
inates. Between the Greed curve and the Fear curve (green), the game
requires coordination; both mutual defection and mutual cooperation are
equilibria. Below the Fear curve, the game is a comedy where only coopera-
tion prevails. Remaining parameters are N = 2, c = 5, f = 1.2, qc = 0.02, and
qr = 0.0001.

greedy to exploit others (Greed); and 3) whether or not actors
fear to be exploited by others (Fear) (5).

From Tragedy to Comedy. Fig. 2 shows when these critical con-
ditions are met in the parameter space spanned by the collapse
impact m vs. the discount factor γ. Between the Dilemma curve
in black and the Greed curve in blue, the game is a classi-
cal tragedy of the commons social dilemma (9). Below or right
from the blue curve, no greed drives the actors toward defec-
tion. Above or left from the green Fear curve, the game becomes
a coordination game with at least two Nash equilibria: mutual
cooperation and mutual defection (18). Below or right of the
Fear curve, there is no more fear that drives cooperating actors
toward defection. Here, cooperation is the only Nash equilib-
rium, and the tragedy has turned into a comedy (54). Thus, our
model contains the full drama of the commons, as Ostrom et al.
(55) have put it, since the commons can entail tragedy and com-
edy, or something in between. Note that what we call comedy has
also been referred to as harmony game (21).

From Fig. 2, we can reproduce previous findings that more car-
ing for the future is beneficial for cooperation in stochastic games
(49). Likewise, a more severe collapse impact is beneficial for
cooperation (12, 20) by turning the tragedy into a coordination
challenge (18).

Remarkably, we find that the game can be transformed even
into a comedy of the commons, where cooperation prevails. Fur-
thermore, we find that, for sufficiently severe collapse impacts,
the actors’ own parameter of how much they care for the future
(their discount factor) alone can determine whether the game is
a tragedy, coordination challenge, or a comedy of the commons.

Timescales and Discounting. We found that caring for the future
can turn the tragedy into a comedy. What is the influence of the
timescale parameters of collapse and recovery, qc and qr , on the
emergence of these game regimes?

Caring for the future has a qualitatively greater effect at
low collapse leverages (Fig. 3). For low collapse leverages, qc ,
the discount factor can determine the game regime out of the
three regimes (tragedy, coordination, comedy). For high qc ,
discounting can only determine the game regime between at
most two neighboring regimes. The critical value of collapse
leverage qc,crit ≈ 0.7 (i.e., where the dark green and the light
blue curves intersect) does not depend strongly on the recovery
leverage qr .

The emergence of these game regimes are only sensitive to
the recovery leverage, qr , when caring for the future γ is high
and recovery occurs more quickly than collapse (i.e., the recov-
ery leverage qr is greater than the collapse leverage qc). At no
caring for the future at all (γ=0), the timescale of recovery has
no effect on game regimes, as the coinciding dotted, dashed, and
straight curves in the light colors show.

For sufficiently negative collapse impact, m , it is beneficial for
cooperation when collapse is likely to occur soon (i.e., collapse
leverage qc is high) and chance for recovery is distant in the
future (i.e., recovery leverage qr is low).

Size of the Collective. What is the influence of the number of
participating actors N on the emergence of the game regimes?
Fig. 4 shows the critical collapse impacts for all three conditions
(Dilemma, Greed, and Fear), rescaled by the number of actors
m/N vs. N for three different public good enhancement factors
f , which are usually the driver of the dilemma in the standard
normal-form public good game.

Overall, Fig. 4 shows a diffusion of responsibility (56). Inter-
estingly, all three conditions converge to a fixed value of m/N
each, independent of N in the limit of large N . With more actors
participating, each actor on its own has less leverage to cause
the collapse, since the marginal collapse probability qc/N scales
with N . To counterbalance this effect, the collapse impact, m ,
that each actor experiences must become more severe in order
to cause an urge to cooperate.

Most interestingly, these values of m/N are independent of
the enhancement factor f . Thus, at large N , it does not depend
on the quality of the public good of the prosperous state where
the different game regimes lie. This means that even collapse

Fig. 3. Dependence on timescales. Three critical conditions (Dilemma,
Greed, Fear) in the parameter space spanned by the collapse impact m
vs. the collapse leverage qc for both extremes of discounting (γ= 0 and
γ= 0.99) and three different recovery leverages (qr = 0.0001, qr = 0.01, and
qr = 0.1). Remaining parameters are N = 2, c = 5, and f = 1.2.
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Fig. 4. Dependence on number of actors N. Three critical conditions (Dilemma: black; Greed: blue; Fear: green) in the parameter space spanned by the
collapse impact per actor m/N vs. the number of actors N for discount factor γ= 0.99. Results for three different public good enhancement factors f = 0,
f = 1.2, and f = 2.4 are shown with different line styles. Remaining parameters are c = 5, qc = 0.02, and qr = 0.0001.

avoidance games with no marginal benefit (12–14, 20–26) have
the same critical collapse impacts per actor at large N . Note also
that these critical m/N values are already in good agreement
with each other for the different values of f at the range of N
between 150 and 280 (Fig. 4). This range includes both Dunbar’s
number N ≈ 150 being the cognitive limit of humans for main-
taining stable groups (57) as well as the number of countries in
the world. Thus, this result might be of relevance to both the local
and the global level.

Learning Dynamics. So far, we have studied the preconditions
under which the game presents itself as an effective social
dilemma tragedy, coordination game, or comedy, where coop-
eration dominates. We did so by transforming our stochastic
game model into a metagame in normal-form and determining
the resulting equilibria. Yet, in the coordination regime, such an
analysis cannot tell which equilibrium is selected.

To complement our metagame analysis, we use multiagent
actor–critic reinforcement learning dynamics (58), similar to
the replicator dynamics used in evolutionary game theory, with
which the agents are capable of learning in stochastic games
(Fig. 5).

We find that these learning dynamics fit well to the metagame
equilibrium analysis. Comparing Fig. 2 at γ=0.99 with the strat-
egy phase space in Fig. 5, Left reveals the following relationship:
the tragedy and comedy regimes each have a single attractor in
the prosperous state of the learning dynamics—mutual defection
for the tragedy, mutual cooperation for the comedy. The coor-
dination regime corresponds to a dynamically bistable regime
of the learning dynamics in the prosperous state. The degraded
state on its own is strategically irrelevant as rewards are identical
for all actions. There, only cooperation will eventually lead back
to the more rewarding prosperous state, and actors easily learn to
cooperate in the degraded state. Thus, the learning dynamics can
be used as a foundation to explain the emergence of cooperation
or defection, respectively.

It depends on the initial behavioral strategy whether actors will
learn to cooperate or not within the parameter conditions of the
coordination regime. The dashed red line in the strategy space
in Fig. 5B indicates those points at which the learning dynamics
do neither lead to more cooperative nor defective behavior. It
is able to divide the strategy phase space into a cooperative and

a defective basin of attraction, as exemplary trajectories show.
Thus, the more cooperative the initial strategy is, the more likely
it is that actors will learn to cooperate within the coordination
regime.

What is the influence of the actors’ attitude of how much they
care for the future γ within the learning dynamics? In Fig. 5,
Right, the critical discount factors in strategy phase space are
shown. Given an initial strategy, both actors need a discount fac-
tor of at least this critical discount factor to learn to cooperate.
Since the discount factor is confined by one, even the most future
caring actors cannot escape the black areas in Fig. 5 and learn
to cooperate. This result highlights that caring for the future is
not guaranteed to be capable of resolving the tragedy within the
coordination regime.

Under what conditions does such a, metaphorically speaking,
black hole for the learning of cooperation exist? Observing Fig. 2,
we conclude that black areas in strategy phase space exist within
the bistable coordination regime as long as the collapse impact
is not severe enough for a comedy regime to emerge. Thus, only
the possibility of entering a comedy through sufficient caring for
the future has an effect for the coordination regime. It ensures
that cooperation can be obtained from anywhere in the strategy
space, even the most grim initial conditions, as long as actors care
enough about the future.

Discussion
The Earth system requires collective action in order to enter a
long-term stabilized Earth system state and simultaneously to
avoid the collapse to very unfavorable conditions for human
development (1). In this article, we investigated the precon-
ditions of success for such a collective action challenge. We
did so by conceptually extending the well-studied setting of a
social dilemma to a social–ecological dilemma. While social
dilemmas are often studied using normal-form games, we inves-
tigated a coupled social–ecological dilemma using a stochastic
game with multiple environmental states. We introduced a par-
ticular stochastic game, extending the established public goods
game by an environmental tipping element. Thus, we termed
this game the EcoPG. Overall, our study demonstrated that
stochastic games are a suitable tool for the mathematics of sus-
tainability (59) in order to ask and answer questions concerning
social–ecological systems (45, 46).

12918 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1916545117 Barfuss et al.
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Fig. 5. Learning dynamics. Actor–critic reinforcement learning dynamics for mild (A; m =−1), medium (B; m =−3), and severe (C; m =−6) collapse impacts.
On the Left, strategy phase spaces for exemplary discount factor γ= 0.99 are shown. X i

sc denotes the probability that actor i plays the cooperative action
in state s∈{p, g}. The arrows indicate the average direction the learning dynamics drive the actors toward for each state, averaged over all strategy space
points of the other state. The dashed red curve at medium collapse impact results from the ansatz where these arrows have x, y components of equal length
but different sign. It is able to divide the behavior space into a cooperation and a defection basin of attraction, as exemplary trajectories, shown in gray,
indicate. On the Right, the critical discount factor γcrit is shown in the strategy space section of the prosperous state. From an arbitrary point in strategy
space, both actors need a discount factor of at least γcrit to learn the cooperative solution. Thus, from areas in black, there is no such γ since the discount
factor is confined by one. Remaining parameters are c = 5, qc = 0.02, and qr = 0.0001.

Specifically, we contributed to filling a research gap by theoret-
ically exploring the interdependence of the three components of
the problem; these are 1) timescales and time preferences (col-
lapse and recovery leverage qc and qr , the actors’ discount factor
γ), 2) the magnitude of the collapse impact m , and 3) the size of
the collective (the number of actors N ).

For each component individually, we could reproduce previ-
ous theoretical or empirical findings. More caring for the future
(49) as well as a more severe collapse impact (12, 18, 21) are ben-
eficial for cooperation. For example, Barrett (18) showed that
the impact of a collapse can transform the social dilemma into
a coordination challenge, which countries are generally good at
solving in international treaties.

We uncovered that the actors’ normative choice of how much
to care for future rewards (expressed in their discount factor γ)
can determine the full drama of the commons (55) [i.e., whether
the whole game is a tragedy with dominating defection (60),
requires coordination between defection and cooperation (18),
or even is a comedy in which cooperation dominates (54)]. The
discount factor can determine which of those three regimes the
game falls into only when a collapse is not expected shortly and

the negative collapse impact is sufficiently severe. Thus, indi-
vidual time preference can serve as a social tipping element
(61, 62).

In this study, we used the most established and simple model
of intertemporal choice, exponentially discounting. However, it
has little empirical support as a model for intertemporal choice
of humans (63). For example, discount factors increase over time
and with the magnitude of rewards and are generally larger for
losses than for gains (64). Our study is of qualitative nature,
highlighting the possibility and tendencies for the existence of
different preference regimes with respect to the actors’ caring
for future rewards. Future work needs to incorporate alternative
models of intertemporal choice (e.g., hyperbolic discounting) as
well as address their cognitive foundations.

In contrast to more complex strategies in repeated games,
which take other actors’ actions into account (32), we focused
our analysis on Markov strategies in stochastic games that base
their action only on the current environmental state (51). Thus,
one can argue that the strategic social reciprocity between actors
(that is required for cooperation in repeated games) has been
transferred to an environmental reciprocity in the stochastic

Barfuss et al. PNAS | June 9, 2020 | vol. 117 | no. 23 | 12919
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game. In the former case, deviations from cooperation are pun-
ished by other deviating actors, whereas in the latter case, they
are punished by a collapsing environment. Both types of reci-
procity require a sufficiently large caring for future rewards.
Future work is required to address the interrelation between
social and environmental reciprocity.

We found a diffusion of responsibility (56) in our model with
increasing number of actors. At large N , the game regime bor-
ders converge to a value of collapse impact per actor m/N each,
independent of N , and most interestingly also independent of
the public good enhancement factor f . Thus, marginal benefits of
avoiding collapse become irrelevant for a large collective whose
decision is dominated by the prospect of collapse.

Especially with respect to responsibility, a major obstacle to
global cooperation in order to mitigate climate change and bio-
sphere degradation is asymmetries between actors (13, 14, 25,
26, 65). Costs, benefits, and impacts are not equally distributed.
Likewise, the impact of actors on the environment, which
causes a potential collapse, is distributed heterogeneously. There
exist hierarchies between actors. Within this study, we have
focused on the theoretical baseline of homogeneous, symmet-
ric actors. Future work is required to investigate our model for
the preconditions of successful collective action with asymmetric
actors.

We showed that multiagent actor–critic learning dynamics (58)
can be used within our model as a microfoundation to explain
the emergence of cooperation or defection, respectively. Param-
eter regions that reveal a coordination challenge from a game-
theoretic point of view correspond to a bistable strategy phase
space from a learning dynamics perspective. The tragedy regime
corresponds to a strategy phase space with a mutually attract-
ing defection fixed point, and the comedy regime corresponds to
an all-attracting cooperating fixed point in the prosperous state.
On the one hand, using these learning dynamics is a technical
method to confirm and refine the equilibria analysis, as it is done
often in studies that use evolutionary game theory. However, one
could argue that it is not particularly realistic that the actors use
immediate feedback from the environment to update their action
probabilities, especially in the context of climate change. On the
other hand, these learning dynamics can also be interpreted as
reinforcement learning in the infinite memory limit (66). Thus,
instead of immediate feedback, the actors use a model of the
world and update their actions based on how they imagine the
environment behaves. Future work needs to address such kinds
of cognitive foundations for sustainability. Furthermore, future
work is required to gain improved insights on how these learning
dynamics compare with other types of adaptation dynamics
under environmental feedback (67).

This learning dynamics perspective revealed that only the
existence of the comedy regime has consequences for the coordi-
nation regime. As long as there is no comedy reachable through
sufficient caring for the future, a black hole regime in strategy
phase space exists. From within such a black hole, there is no
discount factor, such that the actors would be able to learn the
cooperative solution. Even the most future-caring actors prefer
to collectively suffer in an environmental collapse rather than to
cooperate in a prosperous environment. This interlinked social–
ecological dilemma presents an interesting challenge for future
research: is it possible to design nontrivial learning rules that find
the cooperative solution in this regime?

Our results highlight the importance of individual time pref-
erences for successful cooperation under risk of collapse. Since
behavioral experiments have shown that people do discount (37–
39), this calls for experimental designs to investigate how human
time preferences influence the challenge to avoid collapse col-
lectively. It is important to test, for example, whether one can
distinguish with human players between a coordination challenge

and a comedy and if so, do they experience a black hole; whether
the critical collapse impact at the game regime borders indeed
scales with N at large N , and whether these critical N /m are
independent of the public good enhancement factor f .

As the discount factors are individual preferences, our results
highlight that actors’ individual attitudes can determine whether
or not cooperation can emerge. Actors’ individual attitudes not
only consist of how much they care for the future but likewise,
how much they believe that collapse is likely and severe. In
that sense, our model offers a possible explanation for how the
increased polarization with respect to the beliefs about human-
made climate change (68) poses a threat to the stability of global
cooperation agreements, such as the Sustainable Development
Goals and the Paris Accord (69).

Materials and Methods
EcoPG. In a classical normal-form public good game with two actions, each
actor i∈{1, . . . , N} can choose to either cooperate (c) or defect (d). Coop-
erators contribute with a cost c to the public good. All contributions get
multiplied by an enhancement factor f and subsequently distributed to
all actors. Thus, defectors receive a reward of rd = Ncfc/N and cooperators
rc = Ncfc/N− c, where Nc denotes the total number of cooperators. If not
specified otherwise, we set f = 1.2 and c = 5.

Our EcoPG substantially extends this normal-form public good game to
a stochastic game (70). It consists of an environment with two environ-
mental states s: a prosperous (p) and a degraded (g) one. Actors interact
repeatedly with each other and the environment, which changes its state
probabilistically.

The probability of moving to the next state s′ depends on the current
state s and the current joint action a of all actors. Each defector increases
the collapse probability pc from the prosperous to the degraded state by
qc/N, with 0≤ qc ≤ 1. Thus, pc = Nd/N · qc with Nd = N−Nc being the total
number of defectors. Consequently, the probability of remaining in the
prosperous state reads 1− pc. From the degraded state, we assume the
probability of recovery to the prosperous state pr increases with each coop-
erator by qr/N, with 0≤ qr ≤ 1. Thus, pr = Nc/N · qr , and the probability of
remaining in the degraded state reads 1− pr . Assuming that one time step
of our model corresponds to 1 y, a time frame of 50 y of possible Earth sys-
tem stewardship and 10,000 y of a possible hothouse Earth make qc = 0.02
and qr = 0.0001 natural choices of these parameters.

In a stochastic game, rewards generally depend on the current environ-
mental state s, the current joint action a, and the next state s′. We assume
that the actors receive the rewards from the classical public good only
when they remain in the prosperous state: Ri

pap = rc if ai = c and Ri
pap = rd if

ai = d. When state transitions involve the degraded state g, the actors only
receive an environmental collapse impact m< 0: Ri

pag = Ri
gag = Ri

gap = m for

all ai ∈{c, d}. The EcoPG model can be regarded as the multiactor version
the Markov decision model used in ref. 71. Fig. 1 illustrates the model for
N = 2 actors.

Metagame Analysis. We focus our analysis on stationary Markov strategies
(52). Actors choose their actions based only on the current state: X i

sa denotes
the probability that actor i plays action a∈{c, d} when the environment is
in state s∈{p, g}.

As it is commonly done, we also assume that actors want to maxi-
mize the sum of exponentially discounted future rewards, called return
Gi(t) =

∑∞
k=0 γ

kri(t + k) with 0≤ γ < 1 being the discount factor. Thus,
given a joint Markov strategy X, the value of a state s for an actor i is
defined as the expected return, given that the environment started in state
s: V i

s(X) =EX[Gi(t) | s(t) = s].
If we interpret the Markov strategies X i

sa as actions of a metagame
in normal-form, the metaaction set of actor i becomes {(X i

pa = 1, X i
ga′ =

1) | a, a′ ∈{c, d}} and consists of in total four actions. If we now restrict
our analysis further to only those metaactions that employ the coopera-
tive action in the degraded state, we are left with only two metaactions:
either cooperate or defect in the prosperous state. We do so because the
degraded state on its own has no strategic relevance and from there, only
the cooperative action is associated with the possibility to recover to the
more rewarding prosperous state, given that m is sufficiently negative. Thus,
the cooperative metaaction reads C = (X i

pc = 1, X i
gc = 1), and the defective

metaaction reads D = (X i
pd = 1, X i

gc = 1). As the payoffs of this metagame,

we take the values of the prosperous state V i
p.
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From the perspective of one actor, we denote the payoff of mutual
cooperation as the reward R = V i

p(C, all other C); the payoff of unilat-

eral defection as temptation T = V i
p(D, all other C); the payoff of uni-

lateral cooperation as sucker S = V i
p(C, all other D); and the payoff of

mutual defection as punishment P = V i
p(D, all other D) using the Prisoner’s

Dilemma nomenclature of ref. 5.
Whenever R> P and R> S plus one of the following conditions holds, a

social dilemma is present: 1) actors are greedy to exploit others (i.e., they
prefer unilateral defection over mutual cooperation [Greed: T > R]) or 2)
actors fear to be exploited (i.e., they prefer mutual defection over unilateral
cooperation [Fear: P> S]).

We analytically compute three critical curves in parameter space (SI
Appendix): 1) the condition at which collapse avoidance becomes collec-
tively optimal (Dilemma: R = P), 2) the condition at which the actor becomes
indifferent to greed (Greed: R = T), and 3) the condition where the actor
becomes indifferent to fear (Fear: P = S). Without greed, the game becomes
a coordination game between two pure equilibria of mutual cooperation
and mutual defection. Without greed and fear, the only Nash equilibrium
left is mutual cooperation.

Due to the stochastic game, the values V i
p are nonlinear functions of the

action probabilities. We explicitly ensure that no mixed equilibria exist at
the defection-dominated tragedy and the cooperation-dominated comedy
regime by checking that dV i

p/dX i
pc = 0 has no solutions.

Learning Dynamics. Concerning the learning dynamics, we build upon ref.
58. There, a deterministic limit of so-called temporal difference reinforce-

ment learning is derived to yield difference equations similar to the well-
known replicator dynamics but capable of learning in a stochastic game
where the environment changes depending on the actors’ actions (ref. 67
has a related approach to ecoevolutionary dynamics). In essence, the strat-
egy profile X i

sa is updated by a temporal difference error TDi
sa(X), which

effectively functions as a gradient toward more valuable actions.
To estimate the critical minimum discount factor necessary for the actors

to learn to cooperate in strategy space, we assume that the actors will
end up cooperating if an initial change of behavior will increase overall
cooperation behavior. For the special case of N = 2, this can be expressed as

TD1
pc(X)− TD1

pd(X) !
=−

(
TD2

pc(X)− TD2
pd(X)

)
. [1]
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